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TRITA-PFU-86-01

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Pla ma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

MULTIPOINT THOMSON SCATTERING SYSTEM FOR THE EXTRAP

Z-PINCH EXPERIMENT

P. Karlsson, March 1986, 18 p. in English

A Thomson scattering system for simultaneous measurements

of the electron temperature and density at three different

positions at two different times during a single plasma shot

has been developed for the EXTRAP-LI Z-pinch. The plasma in

the present version of EXTRAP-L1 is characterized by densities

in the range from lO^1 to 10^2 m~3, temperatures up to 50 eV

and a pinch radius of the order of 1 cm. A spatial resolution

down to 3 mm between positions is obtained by imaging the plasma

onto an array of quartz optical fibres at the output slit of the

spectrometer. Fifteen PM-tubes are used to detect the scattered

radiation as well as the background radiation. Due to the rela-

tively dense plasma prevailing in the present version of EXTRAP-L1

the number of scattered photons is large and the photon to electron

conversion noise is small. The background radiation is the most

important factor limiting the accuracy of the measurements.

Key words: Extrap Z-pinch, Thomson scattering, electron

temperature, electron density



TRITA-PFU-86-02

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

A NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE MIRROR ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE

RESONANCE MECR SOURCE

G. Hellblom, March 1986, 11 p. in English

Results from numerical modeling of a new type of ion source

are presented. The plasma in this source is produced by electron

cyclotron resonance in a strong converging magnetic field.

Experiments have shown that a well-defined plasma column,

extended along the magnetic field (z-axis) can be produced.

The electron temperature and the densities of the various

plasma particles havs been found to have a strong z-position

dependence. With the numerical model, a simulation of the

evolution of the composition of the plasma as a function

of z is made. A qualitative agreement with experimental

data can be obtained for certain parameter regimes.

Key words: Negative ions, ion sources, plasma simulation



TRITA-PFU-86-0 3

Royal Institute of Technology,Department of Plasma

Physic and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

DISCUSSION ON HOT ELECTRICAL PROBE MEASUREMENTS

IN A NEGATIVE ION SOURCE

G. Hellblom, March 1986, 15 P- in English

A probe theory Tor electron and ion collection and

electron emission in a magnetic Field and in the presence

of negative ions is presented. It is shown that the electron

temperature and the plasma potential can be estimated from

the floating potentials of a probe being operated in hot

emitting and cold states. A comparison is made with

experimental data.

Key words: Electrical probes, emissive probes,

electron temperature, plasma potential



TRITA-PFU-86-04

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

EXTRAP AS A DYNAMIC SYSTEM

M. Tendler, April 1986, 17 p. in English

The behaviour of the plasma in the EXTRAP device was found to differ

drastically from the conventional Z-pinch discharges.The comparative

discussion on the properties of these two configurations is presented.

It is shown that the energy loss mechanism is responsible for the arising

difference between them.Given the lack of experimental data on the

confinement of the peripheral plasma,in the present study we suggest a

scaling for the net energy loss with plasma density and temperature.

Using self-similar methods.we show that strongly non-linear damped

oscillations arise as a result of our scaling.Some preliminary results on

the stability of this system are reported.Finally.some technical

recommendations for the design of the toroidal device EXTRAP T1 are put

forward.In particular the scheme,allowing the extension of the pulse

duration,which is rather limited in the present version,is suggested.

Key words: EXTRAP, energy losses, non-linear oscillations,

sausage instability



TRITA-PFU-86-05

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

EFFECT OF PRESSURE ANISOTROPY ON THE M=l SMALL WAVELENGTH

MODES IN Z-PINCHES

M. Faghihi, May 1986, 15 p. in English

A new MUD model is used to investigate the effect

of the pressure anisotropy on the internal kink (m=l)

mode instability in a Z-pinch. A normal mode analysis

of perturbed motion of an incompressible, collision-

less and cylindrical plasma is performed. A comparison

of the derived stability criterion with that of ideal

MHD is made. The conclusion is that the stability cri-

terion (rIB2)'£0 can not be fulfilled without violation

of the fire hose condition Z>0, where Z=1-(P//-PI)/B2.

Key words: Z-pinch, stability, kink mode, anisotropic

pressure



TRITA-PFU-86-06

The Royal institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics and

Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

PLASMA STABILIZATION AND HEATING BY POLO I DAL CURRENTS ALONG A

POLOIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD

Per Brunseil and Einar Tennfors, June 25, 1986,27 p., in English

The stabilizing and heating effects of induced low frequency poloidal

currents In the Internal ring device F IV A are studied. Density fluctuations

are stabilized already at low power pololdal currents. At higher levels the

temperature is increased. The start-up processes seem more efficient than

without poloidal currents. Preliminary experiments at lower fil l ing

pressures indicate that a more quiescent plasma with higher temperature

is produced.

Key words: Stabilization, ohmic heating, Induced poloidal currents,
poloidal magnetic field, rotating plasma



TRITA-PFU-86-07

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

LARGE LARMOR RADIUS EFFECTS ON DENSITY PERTURBATIONS

IN A MAGNETIZED PLASMA

B. Lehnert, July 1986, 20 p. in English

Electrostatic perturbations are considered in a model where

a plasma is situated in a homogeneous magnetic field and is sub-

ject to an equivalent gravitation force representing the magnetic

inhomogeneity effects. The perturbations are strongly affected by

large Larmor radius (LLR) effects when their wave length becomes

comparable to the ion Larmor radius. In the case of a dilute

plasma, two time-dependent constants of the motion are found from

which a solution can be deduced for the perturbations. The LLR

effects are shown to "chop up" the time development of the macros-

copic density and electric field perturbations into a pulse-shaped

periodic pattern. The latter is repeated at every half of a gyro

period and becomes strongly damped between a set of arising narrow

peaks. In the real physical situation of a plasma confined in an

inhomogeneous magnetic field, the corresponding field inhomogeneity

is expected to produce additional LLR phase mixing effects due to

the dispersion in the guiding centre drifts of the ions.

The LLR effects have here been demonstrated in a simple

special case, but similar results are likely to be obtained in more

complicated situations, such as in denser plasmas where the electric

field from the space charges affects particle dynamics. Consequent-

ly, the fine structure of a number of plasma perturbations is

expected to become strongly distorted by LLR effects, and this

becomes important to plasma stability.

The present analysis finally shows that deductions in terms

of normal modes having the time dependence exp(iait) become irrele-

vant in presence of LLR effects, whereas a corresponding treatment

of the 'spatial dependence applies at least in certain cases.

The LLR effects are important not only to hot laboratory

high-beta plasmas, but also to the cosmical problems of dusty

plasmas containing heavy charged particles.

Key words: Magnetized plasma, flute-type mode, large

Larmor radius effects.



TRITA-PFU-86-08

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

PECULARITIES OF THE START-UP PROCESS IN A TOROIDAL EXTRAP

M. Tendler, August 1986, 15 p. in English

The breakdown.occuring in the EXTRAP system.in which a plasma is

immersed in the purely poloidal,strongly inhomogeneous external magnetic

field,is analyzed.The division into four subsequent phases of the

development of these discharges is presented.lt is shown the

toroidicity.the lack of electrodes and the magnetic field strongly affects

the breakdown conditions.lt is emphasized that in the presence of the

magnetic field the internal radial electric field has to be taken into

account.Two different options for the start-up scenaria are described.The

discharge might either develop along the 0-line or at the periphery of the

discharge.The essential parameters.which govern the development are

shown to be the skin depth in the breakdown phase and the degree of the

magnetizaton.The advantages and the disadvantages of these different

scenaria are listed.lt is pointed out that if the discharge starts along the

0-line the ionization might be full only in the close vicinity of this

line.Methods to improve the axial homogeneity during the breakdown phase

are described.

Key words: Breakdown, start-up, skin effect, magnetization



TRITA-PFU-86-09

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics
and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

INCOMPRESSIBLE FLR MHD - A FLUID MODEL
FOR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF FUSION PLASMAS

J. Scheffel and M. Faghihi, October 1986,29 p. in English

A fluid model including FLR effects, named Incompressible Finite Larmor Radius
MagnetoHydroDynamics, is presented and derived in this paper. It is an extension of ordinary,
incompressible MHD to include the Larmor radius effects due to ion gyroviscosity, Hall current and
electron diamagnetism. It is intended to use the model for stability analysis, on the Alfven wave time
scale, of a fusion plasma and it is consequently based on transport coefficients in the collisionless
limit.

It will be demonstrated that for a fairly dense and cool plasma, such as for the EXTRAP
z-pinch, all three Larmor radius effects may become important, that for a JET-type plasma no FLR
effect is pronounced, and that in a reactor plasma the Hall and electron diamagnetism terms may play
a role. For scaling lengths significantly smaller than the plasma radius the effect of the FLR terms
becomes enhanced.

To study the importance of the choice of equations of state for the model, the m=l
instability in cylindrical geometry is given special attention for zero Larmor radius. The full stability
criterion of the double adiabatic model, including pressure anisotropy, is presented for what we
believe to be the first time. It is found that when p x > Pyy stability can be reached for very high
plasma px-values. We demonstrate that no less complicated energy conserving fluid model, which
takes into account pressure anisotropy, other than the double adiabatic model can be obtained. Since
pressure anisotropy generally only weakly affects stability, we can assume isotropy in the
Incompressible FLR MHD model. Also, the energy equation is replaced by the incompressibility
condition, making FLR terms appearing in the energy equation irrelevant

The dispersion relation for a homogeneous plasma with the FLR terms included is solved
exactly and the modification of the shear and compression^ Alfven waves is discussed.

The Perpendicular MHD model, earlier suggested by Freidberg, is discussed. When adding
gyroviscosity, instability of the homogeneous plasma is found for large perpendicular wave
numbers. This unphysical feature is not found in Incompressible FLR MHD.

A study of the m=l, short axial wavelength, internal mode stability of a cylinder plasma,
described by the Incompressible FLR MHD model, is treated in a subsequent paper.

Key words: Finite Larmor radius, stability, Perpendicular MHD, Incompressible MHD, z-pinch,
EXTRAP.



TRITA-PFU-86-10

Royal Institute of Technology,
Department of Plasma Physics and Fusion Research,
Stockholm, Sweden

STUDIES OF THE TRANSFORMER CORE PERFORMANCE
FOR A TOROIDAL EXTRAP EXPERIMENT

M. Bures, J. R. Drake, and J. E. Eninger, 13 p. in English

ABSTRACT

Extrap is the collective name given to a series of Z-pinch discharge experiments which
are distinguished by the fact that the cross-section of the discharge current channel is
non-circular. The Extrap toroidal discharge is driven as the secondary of a pulse transformer
circuit which has a characteristic operational frequency of about 20 kHz. The key component
in this circuit is a high permeability transformer core. Three test core segments have been
studied under conditions similar to those of the Extrap experiments. All of the cores were
wound using thin, SO-mm wide band with a build of 200 mm and the magnetic length of the
cores is about 3 m. Two of the test cores were manufactured from 0.051-mm Si-Fe band
while the third was manufactured from 0.025-mm metallic glass band. For all the cores, the
measured flux swings at 20 kHz operation are close to values corresponding to the DC
saturation permeabilities of the respective materials. In addition, one of the cores has been
used on the toroidal Extrap experiment in studies of toroidal discharge breakdown and
current build-up under Extrap conditions. Loop voltages of up to 4.5 kV were applied and
current rates of rise of up to 2 xio" As~* have been achieved.

Key words: EXTRAP, Ohmic heating transformer core, pulse transformer, z-pinch



TRITA-PFU-86-11

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

UTILIZATION OF (a,n) AND (a.a'y) REACTIONS FOR MEASUREMENT

OF FAST ALPHA PARTICLE CONFINEMENT AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

G. Andersson. October 1986, 16 p. in English

For the purpose of diagnosing alpha particle confinement

and velocity distribution in fusion plasmas we consider

several (a,n) and (a.a'y ) reactions with impurities

or Introduced elements. Flux and energy spectra of emerging

particles are calculated under different conditions.

Account is also taken of the high neutron and gamma

background. Finally, we conclude that, due to the nature

of the alpha particles, one needs to utilize several

reactions and different kinds of diagnostics to fully

explore the confinement and velocity distribution of

the alpha particles.

Key words: Fusion plasma, alpha particle diagnostics,

nuclear reactions.



TRITA-PFU-86-12

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, Stockholm, Sweden

INSTABILITY DUE TO MAGNETIC VISCOSITY

IN PERPENDICULAR MHD

M. Faghihi, J. Scheffel and G. Spies*, 6p. in English.

The Perpendicular MHD model predicts exponentially growing Alfven waves in a static,

homogeneous plasma with isotropic pressure when gyroviscosity is included.

Max Planck - Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D-8046 Garching

Key words: Perpendicular MHD, FLR effects, Larmor radius, gyroviscosity, magnetoviscosity.


